RESEARCH

A healthy lawn works like a sponge

The thicker the lawn, the more water it absorbs, according to research done by Penn State University turfgrass professor Thomas L. Watschke, Ph.D.

This absorption ability helps chemicals do their job, Watschke says.

"High quality turfgrass sites significantly reduce the total runoff," Watschke says. After more than a year's testing, sodded plots had 15 times less runoff than seeded ones.

"This indicates that the surface soil structural effects (on seeded surfaces) do not correct themselves quickly," Watschke notes.

The 1,300-square-foot plots were so sponge-like that even under three-inch-per-hour simulated rainfall, not more than a half-gallon a minute came off the plots.

Watschke added that thatch or a large-pored layer of decaying grass on top of the soil provided a buffer to the "infiltration rate characteristics of the underlying soil," helping to reduce runoff.

LAWN CARE

Is chemical lawn care a risk to pets?

It's not uncommon to hear of bird kills from the misapplication of pesticides. But such negligence can also kill larger animals such as dogs and cats.

Dennis Blodgett, D.V.M., Ph.D., of Virginia Tech, says it's rare, but possible to kill animals with lawn chemicals.

"In reality, if you dilute and apply chemicals correctly, you won't cause a problem," Blodgett says. "Walking through a yard, the animal won't pick up much because of the foot pads."

Birds are more frequently poisoned because they mistake chemical granules for seeds, Blodgett says. Eating a grub killed by an insecticide won't cause a problem.

Dogs and cats are hurt by chemicals when the true cholinesterase enzyme in the nervous tissue is deactivated. The enzyme, which is also found in humans, acts on insecticides in the body and the activity drops off. Organophosphates and carbamates can inhibit cholinesterase in the nervous systems.

Cholinesterase will regenerate in the body, but when regeneration is slower than exposure, the animal is in trouble.

Owners often expose their animals continued on page 8

New Musser directors

New directors of the Musser International Turfgrass Foundation, gathered at the GCSAA show in Phoenix earlier this year, are shown above. Left to right, they are Mike Bavier, CGCS, Illinois; Peter McMaugh, Australian turfgrass specialist; and Tom Burrows, CGCS, Florida.

1-2-3

The first time pesticide users actually come in contact with pesticides is at mixing. Therefore, caution must be exercised right at the outset to ensure caution against possible accident situations.

Four steps to mixing safety are pointed out by Bert L. Bohmont of Colorado State University in his book "The New Pesticide User's Guide." They are:

1. Always read the label and be careful to properly dilute the pesticide. Make sure you're working with the proper equipment, that you're wearing protective clothing, and that first aid equipment is available.

2. When handling hazardous pesticides, never work alone.

3. Be sure to mix chemicals in an outdoor or well-ventilated location. Do not position your body over the seal or the pouring spout. Never tear open bags; under certain conditions, dusts and powders can billow up in large concentrations.

4. All quantities of the active ingredient should be measured accurately. Measuring containers and weighing scales should be kept where mixing is done. Measuring containers should be thoroughly washed and rinsed after each use.


"1-2-3" is a monthly department devoted to handling pesticides "by the numbers."
to chemicals with flea collars, flea dips and injections. But a lawn care chemical could push the animal over the limit.

"As a lawn care person, you could spray and decrease the animal's cholinesterase level only 10 or 15 percent, but you could be the culprit and you'll get blamed for everything," Blodgett warns.

If this happens, Blodgett says the lawn care worker needs to find out how much the owner exposed the animal to other chemicals.

Cats are more susceptible than dogs to chemicals because of their grooming habits and because the enzymes in the body don't handle insecticides as well as dogs.

Problems rarely occur from a normal lawn treatment. The only real problems happen with an incorrect dilution which causes run-off into puddles that the animal drinks from.

To avoid animal poisoning, Blodgett recommends:

- Never apply pesticides if pets are in the yard. Simply refuse.
- Tell the client to keep pets out of the yard until the application is dry.
- Empty and turn over all feeding bowls, water dishes and bird baths.
- Water in granules thoroughly.
- Avoid the creation of run-off puddles.
- Avoid application of insecticide formulations near bird feeders.

You can tell if a pet is poisoned by symptoms such as vomiting, diarrhea, tearing eyes, constricted pupils, salivation, difficult breathing and uncoordination. Symptoms must occur within 24 hours of a lawn treatment to be related. If a poisoning occurs:

- Call a vet and/or poison control center. An injectable drug may be necessary.
- If the vet is not available, and the pet was exposed through the skin, bathe the animal in soap and water immediately. Rinse thoroughly. Be sure to wear protective gloves and apron.

If the animal ingested the toxin, give it water or milk mixed with one teaspoon to two tablespoons of three percent hydrogen peroxide. Dosage depends on the animal's size. Do not use this treatment in severely depressed animals. Do not use if ingestion is past two hours.

You can also give a dog activated charcoal which can be bought over the counter. Always go by the children's dose on the bottle.

Blodgett spoke at the Landscape Expo in Chicago, Ill.
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**YOUR MONEY BACK!**

**IF IT'S NOT THE BEST LAWN EDGING YOU'VE EVER USED.**

**EDGE LOCK™**

THE NEW SUPERIOR INTERLOCKING LAWN EDGING SYSTEM.

For months now we've been telling you that EDGE LOCK™ is the finest most versatile edging ever made. But let's face it—not all products live up to their promises. If you're dissatisfied with our EDGE LOCK™ edging, simply return it within 30 days and you'll refund your money. We're that confident it is the best lawn edging product available.

* NO TRENCHES TO DIG! * NO CONNECTORS NEEDED! * HAND BENDABLE!

* NO STAKES NEEDED! * UP HILLS OR DOWN HILLS! * ONE PERSON INSTALLATION!

**EDGE LOCK™ #400 SERIES JUST 59¢ PER FOOT!**

How about a 20' section in a small box 7" x 11" x 5" that you can carry in your hand? Flat pieces that can be bent by hand to make those sharp corners. Three different heights for different soil conditions. Competitive pricing, colors like black, green, and ivory, PVC Construction and more. Want the whole story? Call or write for a free sample and brochure. Tell your distributor to "PLEASE STOCK EDGE LOCK™" the edging with the money back guarantee.

(\footnote{patent pending})

Plastics Division
Eberhart Steel Products
417 E. Jefferson Blvd.
Mishawaka, IN 46545-6594
(219) 259-2461

Distributors Wanted
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**PARKS**

**Vandalism a problem for park managers**

Jeff Bourne, chief of the parks bureau of the Howard County Department of Recreation and Parks, really knew how to get the people attending his vandalism session at the Landscape Exposition worked up. He just asked them what vandalism problems they had. Bourne did not have to say much after that.

The problems included graffiti, widespread trash, missing signs and a number of other annoyances. But what the vandalism caused most was frustration. "People won't use the park if it isn't looking good," commented one attendee. "(The vandals') presence inhibits attendance at the park."

One attendee, who's company does landscaping for a housing development, noted that because of vandalism, when he requested funding for more shrubs, he got an answer like "What's the point? They're going to be torn up anyway."

His solution has been to charge res... continued on page 16